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DI REC TO R’ S  L ETT ER  

Dear Delegates,  

Welcome to the Special Political and Decolonization Committee (SPECPOL). I am so 

incredibly excited to be chairing this committee at the eighth McKenna Model United Nations 

Conference.  

 I’m currently a sophomore at CMC majoring in International Relations with a geographic 

focus on the Middle East. I have a few jobs on campus including research with our International 

Relations research institute. I am also the co-president of our Middle Eastern Student Club. This 

is my second year doing MUN and it has been so much fun. I helped chair a committee at 

McKenna MUN last year but this is my first time directing a committee and I am looking forward 

to it. I have spent a long time studying the region in question today and the different sides 

involved. But, the two topics selected are especially pertinent now after they started extensively 

surfacing in the news lately.  

 Please feel free to reach out with any questions you might have. See you soon! I am 

looking forward to meeting you and hearing your opinions.  

Best,  

Yara Ismael  

Chair, SPECPOL  
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C O M M I TTEE  I N TRO DU C TI O N   

The Special Political and Decolonization Committee (SPECPOL) is the fourth of six 

committees of the United Nations General Assembly. Its agenda include varying issues that are 

within the different decolonization-related matters, the effects of atomic radiation, information 

issues in relation to non-self-governing territories under Article 73 e of the UN Charter, reviews 

peacekeeping missions and special political missions like the United Nations Relief and Works 

Agency for Palestinian Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), and reports on Israeli actions. It 

heavily discusses the issues of Palestinian human rights and refugees1  

It submits its recommendations and draft resolutions to the General Assembly Plenary.2 It 

also examines petitions from these territories under its mandate and performs special missions 

there. As a part of the General Assembly, each member has one vote.  

C O M M I TTEE  H I S TO RY  

 The committee was established as a part of the original committees of the UN on 

October 24, 1945 under Chapter XII of the United Nations Charter that established the 

International Trusteeship System for the Supervision of Trust Territories, which come under its 

authority through individual agreements.3  
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 It came about to deal with mainly territories established by the League of Nations after 

World War I or those that were detached from states after World War II. It also deals with 

territories that the states voluntarily placed under the system’s mandate. At the beginning, it 

had eleven territories placed under its mandate and they either became independent or joined 

neighboring countries.4  

 

TO P I C  A  -  THE  TU RKI S H  I N C URS I O N  I N TO  
N O RTHE RN  S Y R I A   

Introduction 

Turkey has been at odds with Kurds since the times of the Ottoman Empire. There are 

over 15-20 million Kurds within its borders who demand more autonomy and rights. Therefore, 

Turkey also sees Kurds in neighboring countries as a threat.5 Changing domestic Turkish politics 

led to a more confrontational approach towards the Kurdish question. Turkey intensified its 

campaign especially against the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK). Therefore, Turkey grew agitated 

when the Syrian Civil War and the anti-ISIS fight strengthened the Kurds in Syria who Turkey 

alleges have strong connections to Kurds in Turkey and the PKK.6  

 The Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD) and its armed wing, the People's Protection 

Units (YPG), controlled the Kurdish territories and other areas in northern Syria that were 
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regained from ISIS since the start of the Syrian Civil War. In 2014, the US joined the anti-ISIS 

international coalition that supported these Kurdish groups. Turkey grew increasingly hostile of 

growing Kurdish power to its south. However, the US tried to deescalate the situation and 

prevent a Turkish incursion that could threaten the anti-ISIS operations and the relative stability 

created in that region of the country. However, in late 2018, US President Donald Trump 

announced that he would be withdrawing all US forces from that area.7 On Sunday, October 6, 

2019, Trump announced that he is withdrawing all US forces, which was largely seen as a “green 

light” to the Turkish incursion of northern Syria that began the following day on October 7th.8  

History 

The Kurds are the largest stateless ethnic minority in the world, totaling between 25 and 

35 million. They encompass territories across Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Syria. They refer to these 

areas as “Kurdistan” or the land of Kurds.9 These areas were occupied by the Ottoman Empire 

and the reason Kurdistan never transpired into a state is because even though the Treaty of 

Sevres in 1920 following World War I provided the option of an independent Kurdish state, the 

Sykes-Picot Agreement left them out.10  

Kurds have since struggled to create an independent Kurdistan through leading strong 

national self-determination movements and rebellions. Nevertheless, these were usually 

repressed, resulting in civil wars and genocides.11  
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Figure 1 - Map of Kurdistan12 

There are 5 to 10 million Kurds in Syria, which has a total population of 21 million. They 

live in the northern region of the country, near the Turkish border. Kurds refer to this region as 

Rojava which means western Kurdistan in Kurdish. The main cities in this region are Qamishli, Al-

Hasakah, and Afrin to the west, near the Turkish border.13  

Under former Syrian President Hafez Al-Assad, Kurds were oppressed, denied citizenship, 

and stripped of their land. It was always illegal for Kurds to celebrate their culture, speak their 

language, or dress in their cultural clothes.14 So, as the central government was weakened by the 

Syrian Civil War that started in 2011, Kurds turned their focus on establishing a safe haven from 

both the Free Syrian Army (FSA) and other rebels as well as the government forces. On July 12, 

2012, the Kurdish Supreme Committee was created as the governing body of all Kurdish-

controlled areas.  
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Meanwhile, Turkey was also dealing with its own Kurdish population in the southern part 

of the country. The PKK was leading the guerrilla fight against the Turkish government and was 

designated as a Foreign Terrorist Organization (FTO) by the United States in 1997.15 However, as 

the organization began to change its ideology into one that renounced violence and sought a 

solution for Kurds within a democratic and inclusive Turkey, they were able to establish a couple 

of ceasefires with the Turkish government.16 These peace negotiations were intensified from 

2013 to 2015. Kurdish-Syrian parties like the PYD were welcomed in Ankara, Turkey as a part of 

these negotiations and even as potential allies in the fight against Syrian dictator Bashar al-

Assad. At the same time, the Kurdish-Turkish political party, the People’s Democratic Party 

(HDP), won 13% of the popular vote and gained access to the Turkish parliament in 2015. Soon 

after, the peace process with the PKK crumbled. Regional factors like ISIS and strengthening of 

Kurdish players in Syria as well as domestic factors like Erdogan’s political considerations 

contributed to the resumption of conflict. The United States’ support for Syrian Kurds 

exacerbated Turkey’s worries as they began receiving arming and were supported by the 

international coalition in the fight against ISIS. The Kurds were the best and most reliable fighters 

against ISIS in the region and even in Iraq. The US tried to ease Turkey’s worries by downplaying 

the relationship between the PKK and PYD/YPG. They also tried to rebrand these forces by 

creating the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) which included various groups from the areas being 

liberated.17 Turkey still saw them as a mere cover for the YPG but Washington continued to deny 

that the YPG was running the SDF.  
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Particularly alarming to Turkey was the unification of Rojava when the YPG gained control 

over Tel Abyad in the summer of 2015 from ISIS that signaled to Turkey that this Kurdish control 

could become permanent.18  

Turkish Military Operations  

Citing the UN Charter Article 51 on self-defense, Turkey launched Operation Euphrates 

Shield on August 24, 2016. It aimed to combat both ISIS and the Syrian-Kurdish forces. By the 

end of this operation in 2017, it allowed Turkey to clear thousands of square kilometers. This 

also prevented the Kurds from unifying their eastern canton with Afrin in the west.19  

On February 27, 2016, ISIS launched an attack on Tel Abyad from both the Turkish and 

Syrian sides even though Turkey denies that its soil was used to launch this operation.20  

On January 20, 2018, Turkey launched Operation Olive Branch where the Turkish military 

and its backed militias intervened in Afrin, a Kurdish-controlled city in northwestern Syria, 

thereby separating Rojava into east and west again.21 The FSA was also a part of the operations 

that attacked this city.  

Beyond their aforementioned attempts, the US also began conducting patrols of the 

Turkish borders along with the Turkish authorities. It also secured the Kurds’ withdrawal from 

the border with Turkey. The only thing left in the way of the Turkish soldiers were the American 

troops. In December, 2018, President Trump announced that he will withdraw all troops from 

Syria.22 But, his decision was widely opposed and it was slowed down after Defense Secretary 

Jim Mattis resigned. The chaos started to stabilize until Trump announced, after a phone call 
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with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, on October 6, 2019 that he will withdraw all forces 

from the area. Erdogan launched his invasion the next day even before the American troops had 

left.23 

 The issue really reached a boiling point and grabbed the world’s attention following that 

announcement as Turkey launched Operation Peace Spring, planning to enter 19 miles (30 km) 

into Syria in order to create a buffer zone between Turkey and the alleged Kurdish terrorists, 

otherwise also called a “safe zone.” 450,000 people live within 3 miles of the border.24 The 

airstrikes and ground assaults focused on Sere Kaniye (Ras al-Ayn) and Tel Abyad (Gire Spi) that 

are immediately on the borders. Countries like Norway and Finland immediately halted their 

arms trade with Turkey while others like France, Cyprus, Greece, and Sweden push the EU to 

impose sanctions on Turkey, which failed to happen at the EU summit only a few days later.25 

The SDF and the Kurdish administration announced on October 13, 2019, that they are entering 

an agreement with Assad’s Syrian and Russian governments, which also included an agreement 

about Afrin, which allowed the Syrian Army Forces to enter Kurdish cities in the north for the 

first time since the Kurdish Autonomous Administration gained ground in that region. Russian 

aircraft and troops were also deployed. Trump announced sanctions on Turkey through doubling 

tariffs on Turkey’s steel and suspending a $100 billion trade deal. Only two days later, the US and 

Turkey announced a 5-day ceasefire, which constituted the SDF leaving even more territory than 

Turkey had initially asked for, expanding the Turkish “safe zone” to 32 km instead of 30. Some 

fighting and civilian deaths continued throughout the ceasefire. By October 22, Russia and 
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Turkey created another deal by which Russia gave Turkey Ras al-Ayn and Tel Abyad and 

established their own 10 km-long border patrol.26  

Why should we care?  

 Kurds felt betrayed since the only reason Turkey felt threatened enough by them to take 

such drastic measures was because the international community asked them to step up and lead 

the fight against ISIS, which resulted in the death of at least 11,000 Kurdish fighters.27 

Commander in chief of the SDF, General Mazloum Kobani, said that after his decision was 

announced, President Trump called and reassured him that “there would not be a massacre 

against the Kurds” and that he would step in to stop the Turkish invasion. However, Kobani said 

that Trump did not fulfill that promise.28  

Since the beginning of Operation Peace Spring, over 500 civilians were killed and 

300,000-400,000 displaced from their homes.29 The Kurds were responsible for at least 12,000 

ISIS fighters in prison camps and tens of thousands of their family members in nearby camps. At 

least 800 ISIS affiliates and 100 ISIS fighters escaped from prisons in the first week since the 

operation was launched, most of their escapes were aided by Turkish shelling.30 ISIS sleeper cells 

were revitalized and witnessed over 48% increase in activities in October of 2019 as SDF and 

Coalition anti-ISIS raids fell by 75%.31 

With 3.66 million Syrian refugees in Turkey, Erdogan threatened: “hey European Union, 

pull yourself together. If you try to label this operation as an invasion... we will open the gates 

and send 3.6 million refugees your way."32 Erdogan continues to use refugees as a card to 
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achieve economic and political gains. He also stated that a primary goal of his incursion was to 

create a safe zone in northern Syria where he can relocate the Syrian refugees in Turkey. He says 

that he is helping Syrian refugees return to their homes even though most of these refugees are 

not originally from these areas. These areas that Turkey currently occupies in northern Syria 

where it intends to create the safe zone are Kurdish-majority areas which means that Erdogan’s 

plan will carry demographic changes consequences. When he spoke at the UN, Erdogan claimed 

that “if this safe zone can be declared, we can resettle confidently somewhere between 1 to 2 

million refugees” which would allow refugees to resettle from refugee camps and tents. This 

plan would require an international UN-led donor conference.33 But, Jens Laerke from the Office 

for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) told journalists in Geneva that the so-called 

safe zone was set up by the Turkish military and not by humanitarians and that “we do not 

control it and we have not been involved in the planning of it.”34  

 Turkish-backed forces that were fighting the Kurds in northern Syria were accused of 

committing war crimes. These crimes included a video that was released showing bearded men 

from Faylaq Al-Majd (Glory Corps) battalion committing war crimes against Amara Renas who is 

a fighter in the Women’s Protection Units (YPJ) which is the all-women Kurdish armed wing of 

the PYD and part of the SDF.35 Turkey also repeatedly targeted hospitals and other civilian 

infrastructure while preventing the Kurdish Red Crescent from helping the injured.36 The UN 

warned that Turkey would be held accountable for these actions taken by the militias they back. 

The US Ambassador to the UN Kelly Craft also warned similarly, saying that Turkey bears “full 
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responsibility for protecting the Kurdish population and religious minorities, including 

Christians,” and for ensuring that ISIS, “does not reconstitute itself in any way, shape or form.”37 

There were also allegations that Turkey used white phosphorus against civilians in northern 

Syria. Although white phosphorus is allowed in certain uses and amounts in military operations, 

its use against civilians is internationally outlawed. The United Nations’ chemical weapons 

watchdog, the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), announced that it 

will collect information to create an investigation. The Kurdish Red Crescent and other 

organizations documented at least six patients in the Hasakah hospital with symptoms of 

chemical burns.38 However, shortly after, the international investigators team refused to 

examine the time-sensitive tissue samples of those patients with suspected white phosphorus 

burns. They justified their decision saying that it fell outside of their purview because they 

claimed that the injuries were the result of heat and not chemical. Yet, many believed that the 

decision was influenced by other factors. Some believe that it came following a politicization of 

the issue by members of the committee who saw such an investigation as an embarrassment for 

NATO.39 Others see a correlation between that and the $33,000 (£26,000) donation made by 

Turkey on October 17, 2019.40 Seeing the lack of an investigating body, US Congresswoman Ilhan 

Omar led a letter in Congress to the US Syria envoy, writing: “the United States is uniquely 

positioned as a NATO ally of Turkey and a partner of the Syrian Kurds, who are the alleged 

victims of this attack, to take a lead on a full investigation into the circumstances surrounding 
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[it].”41 This letter came after Ambassador James Franklin Jeffrey mentioned during an earlier 

hearing at the US House of Representatives that the US and State Department are looking into it.  

The UN Secretary-General Antonio Gueterres said on October 10, 2019 that he did not 

“believe in military solutions for the Syrian problem, also for any other problem in the world. I 

always strongly believe in political solutions.”42 Also, the UN Security Council European members 

brought this issue up at the Security Council. Its European members: Germany, France, the UK, 

Belgium, and Poland expressed concern over Turkey’s actions and they urged it to “cease the 

unilateral military action.” However, due to Russia’s position, they were unable to pass a joint 

statement against the incursion.43  

SPECPOL has dealt with occupation questions many times before, especially when it 

comes to Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories. It has passed resolutions that affirmed the 

illegality of Israeli settlements built on Palestinian territories and condemned Israel’s use of 

violence against Palestinian civilians.44 It also referred to the International Court of Justice the 

question of the Israeli wall’s legality.  

KEY  A C TO R S  

Russia 

 Russia is perhaps the main actor in the region at the moment. Its alliances and the sway it 

holds over other main actors like Assad and Turkey allow it to control the situation, especially 
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after the US withdrawal— both militarily and politically. It continues to strengthen its position in 

that region by continuing to deploy troops and opening a military base in Tel Tamer.45 While it 

did cooperate with Kurds before and opposed the Turkish invasion at first, it did not hold Turkey 

back right away in order to coerce the Kurds into an agreement with its allies in the Assad 

government. Its agreement with Turkey allowed both more power in the region. If Kurds want a 

more favorable solution, they are more likely to achieve that through Russia rather than the 

US.46  

The United States  

 The US created a strong alliance with the SDF or the Syrian Kurds in general, primarily 

motivated by their ability to fight ISIS. But, President Trump decided to withdraw from the region 

in accordance with his campaign promise to bring American troops home. Syrian Kurds, 

however, gained popularity in the US and even among American troops who defied the laws by 

wearing YPJ/YPG patches as they were ordered to leave Rojava.47 After the initial withdrawal 

decision, Trump announced that some troops will remain to secure the oil.48 After that, the US 

announced that its troops will have a presence in the area in order to conduct large-scale 

counterterrorism missions.49 After Trump passed executive sanctions on Turkey, Congress also 

considered other sanctions, including an arms embargo.50 However, because of their NATO and 

geostrategic alliance, the US has not taken a decisive position against Turkey. Turkey can also 

prevent the US access to its military bases in Turkey, like Incirlik base which also houses US 

nuclear weapons.51  
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Syria 

 While Bashar al Assad’s government had always had a tumultuous relationship with the 

Kurds to the north of the country, when the Civil War broke out, Assad and the Kurds considered 

an alliance which would allow Assad to focus on fighting the rebels in the rest of the country 

even when the PYD declared autonomy for the region.52 As Assad started regaining control over 

the entire country, Kurds began fearing the autonomy of their region. However, when the US 

forces withdrew abruptly, the Kurds were forced into ceding a lot in a deal with Assad. His forces 

entered the region in an attempt to protect against a Turkish invasion. It is unlikely that even if 

and when the Turkish forces leave that Assad will allow the Kurds’ Rojava autonomous 

experiment with democracy to continue.53 But, even when he gains control over the region, 

Russia is the one calling the shots for Assad.  

L O O KI N G  AHEA D  

Today as the story fades away from people’s minds around the world and even after the 

situation has to an extent calmed in the sense that not many new advances have been achieved, 

Turkey continues to occupy these territories. While seen above, the vast majority of the world 

opposed the moves made by Turkey and yet were unable to achieve progress due to the 

extreme politicization of this issue considering the alliances that could be at risk.  
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The question for delegates looking forward will be to propose resolutions that take a 

nuanced approach, bearing in mind the complexity of the existing agreements in question as well 

as the political climate of the international community and their respective countries. The main 

question in mind will be creating a sustainable stability in the region, especially as the Syrian 

crisis comes to an end. It is also important to consider the delicacy of relative peace in that 

region considering all the active terrorist groups in the region. Other plans must address the 

humanitarian situation, including the current refugees as a result of the Turkish invasion as well 

as its plans to seek cooperation from the UN to create the safe zone where it hopes to relocate 

Syrian refugees. Another issue that must be addressed is the war crimes allegations including the 

chemical weapons question which the UN has dropped before resolving.  

Delegates must also keep in mind the feasibility of their proposals in the context of the 

UN. Some proposals might seem like the ultimate solution but are unlikely to pass through the 

appropriate UN bodies. Peacekeeping missions are unlikely to come out of the UNSC considering 

Russia’s position. Hence, our body must seek solutions with similar impact that are politically 

feasible. Its mandate also includes matters relating to reports on “comprehensive review of 

peacekeeping operations.”54  

While we must recognize that our committee in the UN is limited in power and reach, it is 

also important to acknowledge that it is easier for the UN in general to deal with these issues 

than for example the occupied Palestinian territories that this body has extensively debated. This 

body can also make recommendations to other bodies in the UN. Turkey still relies on the 
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international community and even the UN in general and also for the execution of its plans like 

the safe zone where it hopes to relocate Syrian refugees.  

Questions to Consider:  

1. In dealing with the question of invasion, self-governance, and human rights violations, 

which groups can we address in our body? 

2. Considering the crime of killing Hevrin Khalaf, how can SPECPOL address violations of 

human and political rights as well questions of colonization overlap? 

 

 

 

TO P I C  2  -  THE  Q UES T I O N  O F  KURDI S TA N ’ S  
I N DEP EN DEN C E  

Introduction  

  As explained earlier, Kurdistan is home of Kurds and other minorities divided by the 

borders of four countries: Iraq, Iran, Turkey, and Syria and that they have always fought for 

independence.55 In the last topic we focused on Turkey and Syria but in this one we will focus on 

the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI) with a particular focus on its right to self-determination claims.  
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 KRI is the part of Kurdistan that has achieved the most progress in terms of autonomy 

and stability compared to the other parts of Kurdistan. Kurdish movements in other parts have 

gradually toned down their demands from independence to democratization of their societies 

and acknowledgment of Kurdish identity within the existing borders. But, the clamors for 

independence can be heard the loudest in the KRI since the region already enjoys relative 

autonomy from the Iraqi Central Government (ICG).  

 The KRI has been governed by the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) since 1992 after 

suffering from marginalization for decades and genocides under Saddam Hussein. They were 

able to create a haven for inclusivity and peace in comparison to the rest of Iraq that attempts to 

model after western-style democracies, thereby creating strong alliances with countries around 

the world. They also hosted millions of refugees from Iraq and Syria. Therefore, they demand 

that their human rights violations and self-determination right be considered in accordance with 

Article I of the UN Charter. And due to the pre-existent KRG, Kurds also claim they have a right to 

Chapter 11, Article 73 of the UN Charter regarding preserving the rights of and assisting people 

who have not yet achieved full self-government.56  

History  

 There are at least six million Kurds in Iraq which makes them 17-20% of the entire 

country’s population.57 Kurds were incorporated into modern day Iraq under the British colonial 

rule after the end of World War I in 1918 and they rebelled to achieve independence even since. 

As early as 1923, Sheikh Mahumd Barzinji declared a Kurdish kingdom in defiance of British rule. 
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Again in 1932, Kurds protested against allowing Iraq to join the League of Nations. In 1943 

Mullah Mustafa Barzani who is perceived as the father of Iraqi Kurds led an uprising that wins 

him control over most of the KRI. Shortly after, British bombing forced him and his men to flee to 

Kurdistan of Iran where they established the first Kurdish republic led by Qazi Mohammed which 

crumbled only months later. When the Iraqi monarchy was overthrown in 1958, Kurdish leaders 

returned to organize publicly in northern Iraq until the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) was 

dissolved by the Iraqi government in 1961. In 1971, Kurds are offered autonomy by the Iraqi 

government which they refuse because it leaves out the governorate of oil-rich Kirkuk claimed by 

Kurds. Supported by Iran, the Kurds started another rebellion. So when the eight year-long Iran-

Iraq war broke out in 1980, Kurds supported Iran. Iraqi troops killed over 8,000 men from 

Barzani’s home town in 1983 in retaliation for allowing Iran to use Iraqi Kurdistan as another 

front in the war. In 1998, the Iraqi government launched the “Anfal” campaign seeking revenge 

by vowing to eradicate Kurdish identity and any Kurds supporting the Peshmerga (Kurdish 

forces). Over 180,000 Kurdish civilians were tortured, imprisoned, killed or disappeared. More 

were forced to flee their homes and tens of thousands of Kurdish villages were razed to the 

ground. Hussein ordered dropping chemical weapons over Kurdish towns and the most 

notorious incident was in March of 1998 when the town of Halabja was attacked by chemical 

weapons, instantly killing over 5,000 civilians. In 1991, thinking they will have the US support, 

Kurds started another rebellion and when they were abandoned, Hussein forces put it down 

immediately and 1.5 million Kurdish civilians fled. A month later, the coalition forces led by the 
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US announced a no-fly zone in northern Iraq, while Kurdish leaders negotiated independence 

with Saddam Hussein. In 1992, the first free elections were held in Kurdistan, splitting the vote 

between the KDP and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), who established the KRG. The 1996 

UN “Oil-for-Food” program determined that 13% of the Iraqi oil exports are for the three Kurdish 

governorates in the north. Iraq’s 2005 Constitution recognized the autonomy of the region and 

KRG. But, human rights violations by the ICG continue in Kirkuk years after Hussein first started 

his efforts to impact demographic changes in the oil-rich city by replacing Kurdish with Arab 

families from the rest of Iraq.58 

 

Figure 3 - Kurdish civilians killed while trying to flee the chemical gas attack on Halabja59 

 The second largest city located in the north of Iraq, Mosul, fell in June of 2014 to ISIS. 

Since then the Kurdish Peshmerga were leaders in the fight against ISIS.60 At first, they only 

protected the KRG borders. But, 

when the Iraqi army forces deserted 

Kirkuk, the Peshmerga forces 

stepped in to fill their vacancies and 

prevent the city from falling into the 

hands of ISIS. A similar scenario 

unfolded in other villages and towns 

that are a part of Article 140 of the Iraqi constitution which deals with the “disputed areas” 
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claimed by Kurds but are under the administration of the ICG. The most prominent fight was 

when Peshmerga forces retook the town of Sinjar where Yezidis were massacred by ISIS and 

stranded on Mount Sinjar. The US-led coalition to fight ISIS supported the Peshmerga forces in 

their efforts.61  

The issue 

In 2014, Iraqi President Maliki applied increasing pressure on the KRG and even implied 

that Kurds supported ISIS. Kurds pushed further for the implementation of Article 140 of the 

Iraqi Constitution. The KRG also suffered an economic crisis because of their fight against ISIS 

while hosting 2 million refugees and IDPs from Syria and the rest of Iraq, which is almost a third 

of the Region’s population. This made Iraqi budgetary cuts even direr. It is noteworthy that 

although the Iraqi Constitution guarantees the KRG a share of the central budget proportionate 

to its population, that number was always disputed between the two parties. Other matters also 

contributed to the escalation of tensions between the ICG and the KRG.  

As a result, the KRG President Massoud Barzani announced in July 2014 that his 

government will hold an independence referendum, which was held in September of 2017 when 

the fight against ISIS was almost over for the Kurdish fighters.62  

In 2005, the KRG carried out a similar independence referendum where 99% of the two 

million voters voted in favor of independence but the results were merely symbolic since the 

polling was unofficial.63  
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President Barzani continued to affirm that the results of his referendum will not be used 

to declare independence directly. Yet, it was opposed by almost everyone. The Iraqi government 

threatened to send its troops to seize control over the border crossings and oil fields, and to 

establish an embargo over the KRI including through shutting down international flights to and 

from Erbil and Sulaymaniyah airports in the KRI.64 Turkey and Iran threatened similar action 

considering their sizable Kurdish populations which they feared would be emboldened by this 

step. International powers who were considered allies of the Kurds like the United Kingdom, 

Russia, and the United States, opposed the move as well.65 The referendum had a turnover rate 

as high as 72% with 4.5 million registered voters. 92.73% of them voted in favor of 

independence.66 President Barzani went forward with the referendum despite Iraqi Prime 

Minister Haider al-Abadi’s demands to cancel it, saying that his government will no longer be 

open to talks once the referendum is carried out. Soon after, Iraqi forces and militias supported 

by Iran launched a major operation to retake Kirkuk which was held by the Kurds since the Iraqi 

army fled it when ISIS attacked. The Peshmerga forces who were instructed “not to initiate any 

war” withdrew and turned the city over to the Iraqi forces.67 Once the Iraqi forces took over, 

over 100,000 Kurds fled the city, most of them were civilians who were affiliated with Kurdish 

political parties and especially Barzani’s KDP.68 

Past UN resolutions  

Unilateral referendums happen around the world independent of the central 

government and they do not work to declare independence but rather are symbolic or 
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aspirational in nature.69 This is exactly what President Barzani said when he announced the 

referendum. Past similar instances include South Ossetia, Abkhazia, Transnistria, Gagauzia, 

Nagorno-Karabakh, Somaliland, and Catalonia.70 Some examples of resolutions that the 

committee has taken up in relation to this issue include: (A/AC.109/2018/L.22) on New 

Caledonia, (A/AC.109/2018/L.24) on French Polynesia, (A/AC.109/2018/L.20) on Turks and 

Caicos Islands, and (A/AC.109/2018/L.21) on United States Virgin Islands.71  

The General Assembly’s resolution 1514 (XV) of 1960 and 1541 (XV) state that any form 

of colonization or exploitation is a violation of the UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights. They establish the decolonization mandate allowing Member States to examine 

the level of self-government in listed territories. Other resolutions allow the committee to 

examine non-self-governing territories on a case-by-case basis.72  

The UN Security Council passed resolution 688 in 1991 which calls on Article 2, paragraph 

7 of the UN Charter, which came at the time that Saddam Hussein was threatening to revenge 

Kurdish civilians for the rebellion they started against his government.73 

KEY  A C TO R S   

Turkey  

 Despite Turkey’s strenuous relationship with its own Kurdish population and the Kurds of 

Syria as seen above in the first topic, the country had developed a close relationship with the KRI, 
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due to mainly their trade agreement. The KRG relied on Turkey because it was a rentier state 

that relied solely on its oil and gas exports with underdeveloped industries. Turkey also relied on 

the KRI as a market for its goods but it always held the upper hand. The KRG would not be able 

to sell any of its oil if it did not rely on its pipelines that go through Turkey. It also used the 

Turkish banking system to collect the revenue from its sells. The KRG also allowed Turkey to 

strike against the PKK in the KRI’s Qandil mountains near the border.  

 Yet despite this relationship, Turkey was always strongly opposed to any Kurdish 

independence aspirations for fears that it could empower its own Kurdish population. President 

Erdogan warned that it would let the KRG “starve” because of this referendum.74  

The United States  

 The US is allies with Kurds as mentioned before in the first topic. However, their alliance 

with the Kurds of Iraq is more special in the sense that it extends beyond mere military 

strategies. It also recognizes the region and even hosts an embassy there. Its support for 

Kurdistan was crucial during the Peshmergas’ fight against ISIS. The Kurds have for long gone 

back and forth between the Soviet Union and later Russia and the US. But, they have relied on 

the US more especially when it comes to taking the next steps but the US has backed down from 

fully supporting the Kurds multiple times even after they take decisive steps like rebellions, etc.75 

At the time of the referendum, the US policy towards Iraq now is a unified and sovereign Iraq 

even though the Kurds are its biggest allies in the country now.76  

Arab League 
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The Arab League prefer to not get too involved in the issue of Kurdistan. They, however, 

criticize Kurdistan’s amicable relationship with Israel. Israel publicly supports Kurdish self-

determination rights and has some presence in the region. Other Arab countries like Saudi 

Arabia view Kurdistan of Iraq as a majority Sunni Muslim region that they can sometimes use to 

stop the influence of Shiite Iran and the Baghdad government from growing even more.   

Iran  

 Iran has a population of about ten million Kurds who are denied political and cultural 

rights and representation in the country. Also, as mentioned earlier, the majority of Kurds are 

Sunni Muslims so they could stop in the way of Iran’s Shiite expansion ambitions.77  

 

Looking forward/questions to consider  

 Our committee not only deals with colonization issues but also with matters of self-

government legitimacy in terms of political rights. The question of Kurdish independence is very 

interlinked with regional and international politics and it is important that delegates understand 

those complexities in general but also their countries’ positions and approach. However, this 

committee is trying to approach this issue constructively and to evaluate the legitimacy of the 

Kurdish people’s claims in multiple facets, mainly self-determination right and human and 

political rights violations. Beyond that, delegates should also consider the United Nations’ 

relationship with the Kurds and the extent to which they offer them recognition through 

membership or observation status in the UN. They should also consider the support they provide 
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through, for example, increasing their involvement in the concerned region in order to monitor 

and protect against rights violations. Empowering a sizeable persecuted minority such as the 

Kurds will better enable this body to address the issues of human rights abuse facing this 

population. While this body is limited in its ability to issue protection against human rights 

abuses, it can also extend special missions in the concerned regions such as the one in the 

Palestinian territories or it could expand the existing missions and functions of the UN in that 

region. Also, the legitimacy of a self-governing body is needed for vulnerable populations to 

successfully receive greater protection and aid in general. This body which is also considered 

with political rights can provide the necessary support if it decides to after evaluating the 

legitimacy of the people’s claims.  

Glossary 

KRG - Kurdistan Regional Government  

KRI - Kurdistan Region of Iraq  

YPG - People’s Protection Units  

YPJ - Women’s Protection Units  

PYD - Democratic Union Party  

PKK - Kurdistan Workers’ Party  

NATO - North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

ICG - Iraqi Central Government  

Rojava - Western Kurdistan (Kurdistan of Syria)  
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KDP - Kurdistan Democratic Party  

Peshmerga - ‘those who face death’ Kurdish forces  

PUK - Patriotic Union of Kurdistan 

FSA - Free Syrian Army   

HDP - People’s Democratic Party  
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